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(fl. ca. 350–330 b.c.)
mathematics.
Aristaeus lived after Menaechmus and was an older contemporary of Euclid. Nothing is known of his life, but he was
definitely not the son-in-law of Pythagoras mentioned by Iamblichus. Pappus, whose Collectio (Book VII) is our chief source,
calls him Aristaeus the Elder, so presumably there was a later mathematician with the same name.
None of Aristaeus’ writings have been preserved. On the other hand, Pappus (some 650 years later) had in his possession
Aristaeus’ treatment of conic sections as loci, the Five Books Concerning Solid Loci. He mentions the work in his Treasury of
Analysis. In another place, he speaks of the solid loci of Aristaeus as “standing in relation to conic sections,”1 For that reason,
and because in a scholium there is mention of Five Books of the Elements of Conic Sections, some have concluded that
Aristaeus wrote another work of this nature. According to Heiberg’s investigations, this is untrue. Pappus also reports that
Aristaeus introduced the terms “section of the acute-angled, rightangled, and obtuse-angled cone.”
As for its contents it can be determined from the passages by Pappus and Apollonius that the “locus with respect to three or
four lines” was treated by Aristaeus.2 Well-founded suppositions have been expressed concerning other loci treated by him, in
connection with vergings (νεν´σειs) by means of conic sections, trisection of an angle with the aid of a hyperbola, and above
all the focus-directrix property of conic sections; Pappus establishes them in a lemma to the lost Surface Loci of Euclid. Since
Euclid evidently supposes that the principle necessary for an understanding of surface loci is well known, it could have
originated with Aristaeus.
In any case, Aristaeus played a major part in the development of the conic section theory, which began with Menaechmus.3
Zeuthen and Heath give a comprehensive presentation of his accomplishments. In 1645 Viviani undertook a revision of the
Solid Loci, starting from the same general interpretation of the contents that was used later by Zeuthen.
Hypsicles (ca. 180 b.c.), the editor of Book XIV of Euclid’s Elements, reports another work, Concerning the Comparison of
Five Regular Solids, from which he quotes a proposition.4 It is not certain whether Hypsicles had in mind here the author of the
Solid Loci. One would suppose a younger Aristaeus; in that case, Euclid’s dependence (in Book XIII) on Aristaeus, which has
been maintained by Heath but has been denied with good reasons by Sachs, would not be a point of contention.
After Aristaeus, Euclid was the next to deal with conic sections; his work was rendered out-of-date by Apollonius and became
superfluous. From a statement by Pappus one must assume that Euclid had no intention of developing further the treatment of
conic sections as loci, but that he sought—as did Apollonius—to give a general, synthetic construction. The solution of the
problem of the “Locus with respect to three or four lines” must have been incomplete in Aristaeus’ works, for the “proposition
of powers” (pro. Euclid III, 36) extended to conics and the second branch of the hyperbola were still missing. Apollonius, who
must have had the complete solution,5 notes additionally that the problem could not be completely solved without the
propositions he discovered. He does not give the solution, but in the third book Apollonius does prove the converse of the
proposition.6
After Apollonius and Pappus became well known again during the Renaissance, the problem of loci again began to attract
interest. It appears in letters from Golius to Mydorge (after 1629) and Descartes (1631), and in letters from Descartes to
Mersenne (1632, 1634). Fermat gives (before 1637) a solution in the ancient manner; in a letter to him (4 August 1640),
Roberval reports that he completely reconstructed the Solid Loci.7 In Descartes’s Géométrie (1637) the “locus with respect to
three and four lines” forms the starting point for the new analytic treatment of conic sections. Descartes cites the pertinent
passages in Pappus and, going beyond him, expands the problem to arbitrarily many straight lines. By means of this, he laid
the foundation for a theory of the general properties of algebraic curves.

NOTES
1.συνεχη τοιs κωνικοιs (Pappus VII, 672). Hultsch translates it freely as supplementum conicorum doctrinae.

2. The proposition is as follows: If from a given point arbitrarily directed lines a, b, c (or a, b, c, d) are drawn to meet at given
angles three (or four) straight lines given in position, and then if ac: b2 (or ac:bd) is a given value. then the point lies on a conic
section. Cf. Pappus VII, 678.
3. Sarton (Introduction, I, 125) calls him the greatest mathematician of the second half of the fourth century.
4. “The same circle circumscribes both the pentagon of the dodecahedron and the triangle of the icosahedron when both are
inscribed in the same sphere.” (Euclid, Heiberg ed., V. 6 f.)
5. Descartes is of still another opinion. See also Zeuthen, Lehre, pp. 127 ff.
6. Heath, Apollonius, pp. cxxxviii ff. The proposition is this: For a point of a conic section the relationship given in note 2
holds true.
7. Tannery, “Note,” pp. 46 ff. From Fermat only the solution for the locus of three straight lines survived.
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